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around the depot....
ST- KILOA
Cladding of the walls of the new two road depot
extension was completed in December, apart from a few upper
sheets which have been left off to facilitate roof construction. Shed construction work was abandoned during
January, February and March as the corrugated iron becomes
to hard to handle in hot weather. Erection of roofing timbers commenced at the beginning of April.
During the summer months, attention has been
focussed on the bodywork restoration of cars 111 and 282.
General Manager John Pennack has led the team working on
111. Many small interior fittings have been removed from
the No. 2 end, have been scraped and revarnished and are
ready for installation. John Hoffmann's group, working on
car 282, have removed all the seats from the dropcentre
compartment and are now refinishing them. It is expected
that the dropcentre compartment will be shortly completed.
The Museum's plantation of trees and shrubs was
rather reduced by the depredations of a flock of sheep in
January. The grounds staff of the Engineering and Water
Supply Department have since installed tree guards around
each tree , arid it is expected that almost all will recover.
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General Manager John
Pennack is seen here
drilling a bolt hole
through cross-timbers
to the new workshop
extension.

COVER PHOTO: Not yet complete but already a popular car,
F393 is seen making a revenue run at Loftus . Crews have
found the car slipyjery on its feet when starting on a
grade without a load but familiarity with 393's handling
characteristics will probably overcome this.
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The Board and Shareholders
of the SPER welcome the
following members to the
Museum:Bruce Peelgrane
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John Matts
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Andrew Foy
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Kenneth Leask
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Peter Marriott
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The Committee and Members
of the AETM welcome the
following member to the
Museum:I.K. Stuart

The walls of the workshop are now covered with iron. Doors
are in position for road 5, but for the present, doors have
been omitted from road 6 which houses the narrow gauge
electric locomotive.

